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RESTARTI NG...AN D RESTARTING AGAIN

2072 got off to a bumpy start. We had to delay reopening by a week because some were coming home from
Christmas break having been exposed to Covid. We met the next week and had a good turnout. Then Eastern

North Carolina got hit by an ice storm. On a Friday. So, we had to cancel our weekly meeting. But the last

Friday of the month we finally got to meet and had our biggest regular meeting since the pandemic hit.

3L Marines and Sailors attended, with 4 first time visitors. We had to put out two folding tables to
accommodate everyone. lt was a full night of ministry as I taught on Romans 12, said goodbye to one of our

Sailors who has been coming to the Center during two assignments at Camp Lejeune since 201-8, had a good

conversation with a Chaplains Assistant who is an unbeliever, and Patty and I had a counseling session with a

Marine at the end of the night. We didn't get to bed until afte_Llllqllght. !! was a goqd tired.

BIRDIE

We ask that you continue praying for our youngest grandchild Birdie Rose Mason. She is 6 months old and is

still awaiting surgery to correct her hip dysplasia. Her surgery was to be this month but she was teething at the

time, which caused her the normal sniffles children get when teething. That delayed the surgery because a

Covid test was ordered. Of course, she didn't have Covid but that's how things work these days. Pray we can

see the surgery rescheduled soon.

CAMP JOHNSON

Back in November we met Cody at Chapel. He came to our Thanksgiving dinner and received Christ as Savior.

Shortly afterwards he finished his schobling and went back home. He returned to Camp Lejeune a couple

weeks ago and is bringing several of his friends to both Chapel and the Center every week. We thank God for

these connections and how they spread out to bring even more in to hear the Gospel.

Some Sundays at Chapel we stay behind over an hour counseling, answering questions, or just lending an ear.

The HVAC, on the building we are temporarily using, suffered a catastrophic failure that necessitates the

entire unit to be replaced...just as Eastern North Carolina is experiencing a cold snap like we have not seen in

our 6 years here. This past week the exterior temperature was 20. lnside the Chapel it was hovering around 40

degrees as the old space heaters on base couldn't keep up with the cold. Pray we can find proper heaters

soon, or at least for warmer weather. We are allowed once again to bring students from Camp Johnson out for

Friday night meetings at the Center. We pick up between 3 and 6 Marines and Sailors every week.

FBC KE-fPORT

We want to thank Pastor Joshua Sahl and the good folks at First Baptist Keyport, NJ for deciding to partner

with us as a supporting church. We look forward to years of fellowship and striving together for the Gospel.

PROJECTS

We are working on a plan to improve not just security at the Center (We expect estimates on new fencing

soon) but also to take care of some upgrades we need to make, replacing older appliances, lightinS, and

replacing the old dinner tables with new custom made ones. More on these projects is coming soon.

Thank you again for your support, prayers, and fellqwship in the Gospel. We couldn't reach these precious

Troops without your partnership.
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